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Insider reports uganda

The Insider is a news website based in Kampala, Uganda that was founded in 2014. [1] It is listed under Goldcast Uganda Limited. [1] The insider's editorial focus is on news stories and analysis, breaking news, business, politics, research and entertainment. [2] See also Companies portal Uganda portal Media in Uganda
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Rebecca Kadaga Rallies Busoga region to overwhelmingly Vote President Museveni.Your ads will be inserted here byEasy Plugin for AdSense.Please go to the plugin admin page toPaste your code ad or suppress this ad slot. The President of Parliament, Rebecca Kadaga, who also serves as the NRM's second national
vice president has rallied Busoga sub-region to vote for President Yower... The UK Department for International Trade (DIT) has organised the uk-Africa Renewable Energy Ministerial Symposium's first ever symposium to deepen UK-Africa cooperation in the renewable energy sector. Bringing together British and African
leaders created a platform to exchange best practices, align goals and explore bilateral opportunities in the renewable energy industry. Your ads are inserted here byEasy Plugin for AdSense.Ga to the plugin admin page to place your ad code or suppress this ad slot. The UK Department for International Trade (DIT)
organised the first ever UK-Africa Renewable Energy Ministerial Symposium to deepen cooperation between the UK and Africa in... Your ads are inserted here byEasy Plugin for AdSense.Ga to the plugin admin page to place your ad code or suppress this ad slot. MTN Uganda has launched a simple payment plan that
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Uganda and across East Africa... KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) - Health authorities in Uganda say the supply of blood has declined sharply since the onset of the coronavirus pandemic as fewer people donate and schools remain closed. The consequences are sometimes deadly. Students, especially those in high school, are
the largest group of blood donors in the East African country, but schools have been closed since March amid efforts to curb the spread of the virus. This means that the government agency tasked with collecting blood is failing to meet its targets. Dr. Emmanuel Batiibwe, the director of a hospital that cares for many of
the capital's poorest residents, Kampala, cited multiple deaths there in recent months related to blood shortages. One victim was a woman with pregnancy complications. Children under 5 and patients living in the operating room are also among those who often need a blood transfusion, he said. In July, Batiibwe's China-
Uganda Friendship Hospital received only 18 of an advanced 218 units of blood. The next month 68 of the 217 units came in, he said. There is a problem somewhere, he said, calling the deficit a disaster. The head of Uganda's Blood Transfusion Services, Dr. Dorothy Byabazaire, told lawmakers earlier this year that her
agency collected 56,850 units of a targeted 75,000 between April and July. Facilities across the country submit blood orders to the agency, and there is a distribution mechanism between facilities in case of emergency. But borrowing blood can be time consuming, Batiibwe said. The Ugandan Red Cross, which helps
authorities mobilize blood donors, said it has not been easy to recruit donors during the pandemic. The country has confirmed more than 8,600 coronavirus cases, including 79 deaths. People don't feed well anymore. People are stressed, said spokeswoman Irene Nakasiita, adding that willing, potential donors are
rejected because their blood levels are too low. Similar challenges were repeated by Ariho Franco, a donor recruiter for a blood bank operated by Kampala's private Mengo Hospital, who said that while are closed they are aimed at public places. They have set up tents in locations such as the public square in the centre of
Kampala. Donors receive soda and cookies. The blood shortage is a serious problem because the few people out there that we are able to donate due to various reasons, Franco said. He said blood collection teams face challenges in finding donors among communities reeling from the economic impact of the pandemic.
Some people say they're not sure where their next meal will come from, he said. At the end of the day, some people can only survive by the grace of God because the small blood that will have been collected will only be reserved for serious emergencies, he said. Elsewhere, including in parts of Europe, blood shortages
have been reported. Local media in Romania have cited fears of COVID-19 infections among the reasons for a decline in the number of blood donors. The cities of Iasi and Cluj face a dire situation as some cancer patients who need frequent transfusions and people who have had urgent surgery to bring their own donors
to survive. ___Vadim Ghirda in Bucharest, Romania, contributed. Your ads are inserted here byEasy Plugin for AdSense.Ga to the plugin admin page to place or suppress your ad code... Your ads are inserted here byEasy Plugin for AdSense.Ga to the plugin admin page to place or suppress your ad code... The House
has rejected the government's proposal to conduct a feasibility study, a precursor to the construction of a 360 MW hydropower dam... BY INNOCENT KIIZA A Rural Focus Initiative Uganda, a local non-governmental organization in Kasese saves the life of a teenage mother and... Popular Ugandan Minister Hon. Chris
Baryomunsi is nursing masses of psychological stress after the latest scandal said to put him on... Dr. Morris Cerullo, world-famous evangelist and founder of Morris Cerullo World Evangelism in San Diego, went home to meet with his Lord... As a result of the Covid 19 effects, it is manifested that most people have gotten



appetite for 'the perfect holiday' in places... Inspired by a Bible verse in Matthew 5:16 which says: Let your light shine before others, so that... About 5 years now in his retirement from elective politics, the people of Kazo still find it hard to come to terms... KAMPALA (Reuters) - Uganda suffered its first death from the new
coronavirus on Thursday, the health ministry said, making it one of the last countries on the continent to report a fatality since the pandemic hit it in March. (Reporting by Elias Biryabarema; Written by Duncan Miriri; Editing by Hugh Lawson) Lawson)
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